
CSC® Legal Resources for Business Entities

CSC® provides comprehensive business transactional services 
to 90% of the Fortune 500® companies, and more than 10,000 
law firms. Together, CSC and LexisNexis® are uniquely qualified 
to deliver quality statutory deskbooks across 24 jurisdictions. 

These annotated titles are produced in a softbound format  
and include access to state business entity forms via an online 
download center. Titles are also available in eBook format for 
your eReader device and on the LexisNexis® Digital Library.

You’re in good company
•  Litigation and transaction attorneys rely on these resources 

to stay up to date on the latest business laws and related 
case law.

•  Corporate counsel and company executives consult their 
deskbooks  while prepping for litigation, handling mergers 
and acquisitions, qualification, UCC matters, and more.

•  Smaller firms appreciate the updated, affordable  
compilation of laws and easy access to fillable forms. 

Find it faster
•  Use the Table of Sections Affected listing all statutes added 

or amended by recent legislation and Blackline Amendment 
Notes (in selected titles)—setting out the effect of those 
amendments—to quickly find statutory changes.

•  Quickly locate the latest case notes with the Table of New 
Annotations and change bars.

•  Consult the Fee Schedules for a quick snapshot of filing fees 
for different entities.

•  Download the fillable forms for incorporation/formation,  
qualification, mergers, dissolution, and name reservation for  
all entity types.

Gain insight from legal advisors
Readers also benefit from informed analysis from CSC  
legislative advisors. These are attorneys who practice in the  
state and provide highlights of noteworthy legislative changes 
appearing in the front of the books.

ANNOTATED STATUTORY DESKBOOKS

ARIZONA LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES  
Pub. #28122  

CALIFORNIA LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #25401 

  

COLORADO LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES 
Pub. #33570  

CONNECTICUT & RHODE ISLAND 
LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES  
Pub. #33602    

DELAWARE LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES, 
SPRING AND FALL SETS
Pub. #25410  |  Released twice per year* 

FLORIDA LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES 
Pub. #25419    

GEORGIA LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #33626   

ILLINOIS LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES  
Pub. #23943    

INDIANA LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES  
Pub. #22497    

MARYLAND & DC LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #26470   

MASSACHUSETTS LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #25015   

MICHIGAN LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #22448 

MISSOURI LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #22486  

MONTANA LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #33715  

NEVADA LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES 
Pub. #28508  |  Biennial release with  
   annual supplement*

NEW JERSEY LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES  
Pub. #25400  

NEW YORK LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES, 
SPRING AND FALL SETS    
Pub. #25570  |  Released twice per year*  

PENNSYLVANIA LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES   
Pub. #26480

TEXAS LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #33575  |  Biennial release*   

VIRGINIA LAWS GOVERNING 
BUSINESS ENTITIES 
Pub. #35273  |  August release 

WYOMING LAWS 
GOVERNING BUSINESS ENTITIES
Pub. #33753  

To receive future updates for these publications, call 800.533.1637 to become a subscriber under the automatic shipment subscription 
program and to obtain full terms and conditions for that program.



CSC TREATISES ON BUSINESS FORMATION, QUALIFICATION, AND CONTRACT LAW

Egan on Entities: Corporations, Partnerships 
and Limited Liability Companies in Texas 
THIRD EDITION

Byron F. Egan

This comprehensive treatise was developed to collect 
experiences in dealing with the formation, sale, and 
termination of entities, including fiduciary duties. 
Combining scholarly analysis with practical  
guidance on or for business entity law, Egan on 
Entities is an invaluable resource for corporate 
attorneys, business leaders, in-house counsel, small 
and larger law firms, and academic institutions. The 
work provides: 

• Thorough treatment of business entity law for Texans working   
 with business entities formed in Texas and in Delaware  

• Coverage of problems at many levels, including failure of corporate  
 governance

• An examination of a variety of complex transactions, with guidance that  
 can be transferred to much of your work in this area
1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #32831 
Also available in eBook format and on the Lexis+ service with active subscription.

Qualifying to Do Business in Another State: 
The CSC® 50-State Guide to Qualification

Fulfilling qualification requirements can be a complex and time-consuming task. The consequences of making the 
wrong decision can be harsh, ranging from monetary penalties for a corporation to jail time for its officers and 
directors. To aid corporations in navigating these waters, CSC developed this comprehensive toolbox offering: 

• Case illustrations and discussion of business activities that do or do not trigger qualification requirements

• Annotated qualification statutes for all 50 states and the District of Columbia

• Quick-reference charts 

Downloadable forms are accessible via our online download center.
1 volume, softbound with downloadable, content, replaced annually, Pub. #25000 
Also available in eBook format.

Symonds & O’Toole on Delaware 
Limited Liability Companies
SECOND EDITION

Robert L. Symonds, Jr. and Matthew J. O’Toole

This work was cited in a Delaware Court  
of Chancery decision as “the leading  
Delaware LLC treatise.” The authors,  
both intimately involved in drafting the 
Delaware Limited Liability Company Act, 
draw on their extensive experience to 
bring you authoritative coverage of the 
complete lifecycle of a Delaware LLC.  
The work includes:

• Legal analysis and discussion of the statute and case law

• Practice recommendations

• Appendices containing the current Act, historical versions of  
 the statute, legislative history, and relevant forms
 
1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #28378 
Also available in eBook format and on the Lexis+ service with active subscription.

Prices on the LexisNexis® Store are subject to change without notice.
*Delaware and New York titles publish twice yearly. Nevada title publishes every other year, with a legislative update in non-publish years. Texas and Montana titles publish 
every other year.
†In-browser feature requires Internet Explorer® 11 or higher, Chrome™, Safari®, Microsoft Edge®, or Firefox®.
LexisNexis, Lexis+, Lexis and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks of RELX Inc. CSC and the CSC logo are registered trademarks of Corporation Service 
Company. Other products or services may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. © 2022 LexisNexis. OFF04946-0 0122

Cited by the Delaware courts 
Voss on Delaware Contract Law
 Bradley W. Voss

This is an innovative resource for anyone who deals with high-stakes corporate and commercial  
agreements and the disputes that may arise from them. Citing more than 3,000 authorities spanning 
more than 100 years, Voss on Delaware Contract Law is an unprecedented review of the law that  
underpins the nation’s predominant corporate and alternate entity laws, as well as the contract- 
related disputes frequently addressed in Delaware’s renowned business courts.
 
Transactional attorneys and litigators alike will benefit from easy access to thousands of thoughtfully 
selected and organized quotations of cases, statutes, and rules, as well as harder-to-find court orders and 
transcripts.
3 volumes, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #33751 
Also available in eBook format and on the Lexis+ service with active subscription.

 

TO ORDER: 
CALL 800.533.1637
ONLINE lexisnexis.com/CSC 

CSC titles are available as both stand-alone eBooks and on the LexisNexis® Digital Library. Read your eBook in your web browser† or download it onto  
dedicated eReader devices. The eBook editions allow Lexis+ or Lexis® users to easily link online for additional research. Access to the Lexis service  
requires an active subscription.


